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South Lane Writing Articulation Guide 
 
 
Grade: 7 Best Practice Ideas & Suggested Strategies: 

Common Vocabulary (in bold) 
 

--create a climate for writing (craft of writing) 
--create more opportunities for students to write 
    **short answer questions 
    **response to assigned reading 
        →Article of the Week 
        →journals 
        →reading guides 
    **warm-ups 
    **writing to learn strategies 
        →on demand writing 
        →2 column note taking (Cornell notes)  
        →margin notes 
        →Venn diagrams 
        →webs 
        →diagrams 
        →kwls 
        →questioning author 
    **note taking 
    **admit/exit tickets 
        →kids writing deeper level questions 
        →questioning hierarchy 
    **essay questions 
--modeling 
    **teachers write with students 
    **show professional models (author’s craft) 
         →recipes 
         →newspapers 
         →art 
--quick writes 
    **exit ticket 
    **summary 
    **prediction chart 
    **show relationship between concepts/characters 
    **explanations 
--formative assessments (used throughout the writing 
process) 
 
 
 

Power Standards (brief summary): 
A) Students will learn the definition, theory, and practice of writing for an audience, purpose, and interest to the reader working toward authenticity. 
B) Students will participate in and use the writing process: prewriting, drafts, revision, checking for logic and precision of vocabulary, and editing. 
C) Students will include in their writing supporting ideas with anecdotes, relevant examples, facts, and details with analysis of each. 
D) Finished writing products will show proficiency in the use of clear structure and sequence, transitions and connections, sentence fluency, spelling, and 
conventions. 
E) Students will write in various modes (narrative, expository, persuasive, and technical) meeting 7th grade benchmark length requirements of 400-700 
words. 
F) Students will check validity and accuracy of information obtained from research, fact from opinion, strength of arguments, and cite sources. 
 
Modes of Writing: Expository, Narrative, Persuasive, Poetry, Technical, Research 

Skill Directed Task(s) (e.g., friendly letter, compare/contrast, observation, on-demand writing): 
--Personal essay 
--Creating a character 
--Scientific report 
--Summary recognizing bias, interpret, synthesize, analyze literature 
--Summary 
--proposal 
--writing procedures 
--dialogue 
--writing a recipe 
--writing questions 
--poetry 
--creating a folk tale 
--writing from a different point of view 
--persuasive essay 
--persuasive letter 
--journaling 
 
Type (e.g., list, paragraph): 
 
Students will write in a variety of formats: postcards, brochures, poster presentations, speeches, lists, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, essays, and reports.  
 
 
Product Expectations (skills): 
--Clear main ideas including a thesis statement 
--Specific supporting details with analysis of the details reflecting underlying meanings 
--Effective transitions 
--Create a multi-paragraph composition with a clear introduction, body, and conclusion 
--Demonstrates awareness of audience and purpose 
--Use of graphic organizers to help students organize thoughts (could be a list, web, Venn diagram, chart, graph, two column notes, etc.) 
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--Proper capitalization and punctuation 
--Final projects will have been through an editing/revision process 
--Proper spelling 
--Large projects should be about 400 – 700 words (7th grade bench mark) This amounts to about a page typed 
--Use citations of source: “Works Cited” MLA  
--Choose the form of writing that best suits the purpose 
--Pose relevant questions about the topic 
--Identify topics and develop ideas leading to inquiry investigation and research 
--Understand terms of content writing: hypothesis, analysis, scientific process, concision, procedural writing, verification, unit labeling in numbers (i.e. sq. 
ft.), 3rd person point of view  
 
 

 
WRITING PROCESS 
 
--prewriting 
    ** motivation 
        → high interest topics 
        → student choice  
        →use of technology 
    **awareness of audience 
         →R.A.F.T. (Role, Audience, Format, Topic) 
    **brainstorming 
    **graphic organizers 
        →webs 
        →Venn diagrams 
        →charts (flow charts, compare/contrast, T-chart) 
        →graphs 
--writing (writer’s craft) 
    **develop a main idea/thesis (7th and 8th grades) 
    **include T.A.G. (Title, Author, Genre)   
    **generate supporting details 
    **incorporate descriptive language 
    **clear introduction, body, conclusion 
    **use of a variety of transitions 
--revision 
    **conferencing 
    **personalized editing rubric (comes out of  
        conference) 
    **peer edit for content (revise) 
--citation referencing 
     **author, source, page, copyright date or website with 
         date (essentially from where did the information  
         come) 
     ** begin using MLA or APA format for works cited 
     **intellectual property rights-we have to cite sources for 
         →music 
         →photos 
         →diagrams, charts, and graphs 
         →text 
         →any content borrowed from another source and 
             used for student’s own work 
 
 

6th -8th grade Content Area Suggestions/Sample Prompts: 
--Cause/effect 
         **SCIENCE: water cycle 
                         Example: How do pollutants in the water cycle affect an environment? 
         **SOCIAL STUDIES: causes and effects of desertification 
                        Example: What are the causes of desertification and how do they affect the climate and natural resources available for human use. 
         **SCIENCE/MATH: independent and dependent variables  
                        Example: Compare the effect of temperature on a surface when the heat source is angled differently several times. 
--Compare/contrast 
         **SOCIAL STUDIES: North and South of Civil War 
                         Example: Compare and Contrast the philosophy of slavery between the North and the South before the Civil War. 
         **MATH: decimals and fractions 
         **MATH: polygons and non-polygons 
                         Example: Identify and compare the qualities of polygons and non-polygons. Determine if a given shape is a polygon and explain why. 
--Adopting alternative points of view 
         **HEALTH: how does the parent feel in a situation with a teen 
                         Example: A parent and teenager argue about teen tobacco use. Take the side of the parent. 
         **SCIENCE: Logger or environmentalist 
                         Example: Write an essay from the point of view of the environmentalist opposing the harvesting of a local forest. 
--Expository (giving evidence) 
         **HEALTH: Write a paper explaining who your role model is and give specific supporting details (evidence) as to why this person is your role model. 
--Research writing 
         **SCIENCE: research an element 
         **HEALTH: research a health topic such as tobacco use, exercise, violence/suicide prevention, physical health, mental health, sexual health, 

prevention of disease, alcohol/tobacco/drug prevention 
--Technical writing 
         **SCIENCE: lab reports 
         **MATH: explanation of process of arriving at a solution 
--Persuasive Writing 
         **HEALTH: tobacco use 
                           Example: persuade your best friend to not smoke cigarettes. 
          **MATH: strategy use 
                           Example: Use examples and theory to persuade an intended audience of a single strategy’s effectiveness or validity 
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